WELCOME TO ENS RENNES

The École normale supérieure de Rennes trains students in the fields of Economics – Law - Management, Computer Science and Telecommunications, Mathematics, Mechatronics and Sport Sciences and Physical Education. Each year, around 400 students follow Master’s Degree programmes jointly accredited with the Université de Rennes 1 and the Université Rennes 2. Over 90% of its students pass the Agrégation examination and 70 % continue their studies by completing a PhD.

ENS RENNES IS:

- a highly selective graduate school for top ranking students.
- a high-level scientific and cultural training preparing for careers in: fundamental or applied scientific research; university teaching and secondary education; positions in State and local authorities and State public establishments or enterprises.
- constantly developing new partnerships - formal and informal - with HEI’s worldwide.

As an international student there are different admission tracks available to you:

International students may apply to follow a post-graduate Masters and a full or joint PhD Degree under the framework of a specific scholarship programme: the Fulbright-ENS Excellence Award / the Campus France Bourse Eiffel, the Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie, PROSFER, China Scholarship Council etc... International students

Exchange students on study mobility or on research placement mobility under specific programmes such as : Erasmus+ / IISER / ECNU / Exchange programme students

If you wish to apply outside of a specific agreement/partnership programme please contact the target department or the research laboratory to get more information on admission tracks available to you. Please note that the selection process is highly competitive.

5 TEACHING AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENTS

- Economics - Law - Management
- Computer Science
- Mathematics
- Engineering Sciences - Mechatronics
- Sport Sciences and Physical Education
- Environmental Sciences

Click here to access the ENS Rennes brochure with a description in English of our faculties and proposed courses.
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CONTACTER LE SERVICE RELATIONS INTERNATIONALES

international@ens-rennes.fr
+33 299 059 300
+33 299 059 9420

Responsable : Deborah France-Piquet

Please find below other websites that might be useful for further information on studying in France :

le site du Ministère des affaires étrangères
le site du CNOUS
le site de Campus France pour plus d’information sur l’ENS Rennes

RENNES UNIVERSITY NETWORK

More than 60 000 students (8000 foreign students)
3 university campus

With:

1 graduate school (ENS Rennes)
2 universitie (Université de Rennes 1 et Université Rennes 2)
16 engineering schools